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Kitchen handles and knobs can become your go-to detail when it comes to giving your cooking
space a fresh, new look. Specialty stores have different collections available grouped by style and
what they are made of. You may find that these simple details can inspire a big change in cabinet
presentation.

Find a new style that could replace your existing hardware without a lot of fuss for a low-hassle
overhaul. A simple metal style for drawer pulls, for example, may offer some shine and sparkle. You
could go for an entirely new approach, such as using glass or ceramic models, to add color and
details where there were none before in your cooking zone.

When you are thinking of changing out hardware, consider your current versions so that a
replacement fits the existing cabinetry properly. Switching from a style such as a handle to a smaller
knob may work, but it might also leave behind marks from the previous hardware. Consider
modifications that you may need to make, or stick with a similar style to cover up where the previous
model existed.

A new look can stem from an entirely different line of hardware for your cabinetry. You could replace
metal or wood versions, for example, with ceramic that includes tiny flowers in its painted design.
Look at glass options in various colors, which can bring a dramatically different type of style to a set
of cabinets.

Seemingly fragile types of hardware actually may be just as sturdy as the current versions used in
your home. Glass varieties generally include an acrylic coating to add protection from daily use to
keep them looking their best. Consider all kinds of styles for form and functionality if you are going
for a complete overhaul of how the cabinets look.

When you are shopping for new cabinet fixtures, you can explore what other elements in the room
could complement your new hardware to help draw attention to a distinctive new style. These stores
also may sell items such as switch plates that could match your purchase. This type of detailing can
help introduce a subtle new look to the entire room along with the cabinetry details.

Once you have the new cabinet fixtures in place, you may want to go beyond basic changes and
aim for making more bold design statements that include the whole room. You can think about
repainting the area, or possibly adding new window treatments that can work to tie the room
together. You can base these new ideas on the colors found in your new handles, for example, to
add some pop to the entire look.

Kitchen handles and knobs can inspire you to make more dramatic changes to your cooking area.
Think about colors and styles, and then use your imagination to find ways that other detailing
elements can work together. You may discover that a new look is easy to obtain with some simple
planning and changes made in phases.
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Tracy Narvaez - About Author:
You can find a summary of the things to keep in mind when buying a kitchen handles and knobs
and view our selection of decorative hardware at http://www.knobdeco.com today.
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